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Cinemuse
premieres
as student
film club
BY COLLEEN SCHORN

senior writer

all-around

GREEK
Pageant packs ballroom
Some juggled. One did
the Napoleon Dynamite
dance. In the end, senior
Merrick Morris of Alpha
Kappa Alpha was named
Ms. Greek and junior Jerry
Philp of Kappa Kappa Psi
was named Mr. Creek.
The Mr. and Ms. Greek
pageant, held Friday in
the College Center Grand
Ballroom, constated ot 22 <
testants from honor, social
service, business and academic tr.itemities and sororities.
Contestants were jud^i-d
in three categories: beachwr.i t
talent and formalwear.
The first place male,
Philp, received a $100 gilt
certificate to Circuit City
Morris received a jewelry set donated by James
McHone Jewelers.
"We were all rooting
tor each other to win." said
senior Jerm Fields of Zeta Tau
Alpha. "We got very dose to
one another"
i Kri.ssy Schnebel
emceed the event.

Left to right from top: eanlor
Nkhole Herttua, Junior Chore
Maxwell, junior JMIan Kslfhar,
freshman JOM» Cerptno, Junior
Jorry PMp, senior Monicfc
Morris, KeNener and »»nlor
I Tumor

King i
Dominion
scouts
talent

Summer Tuition Increase from
2000-2005

The cost for undergraduate in-state students will be
raised to $110 per credit hour
from $80 per credit hour during the summer term. The
cost for undergraduate outof-state students will increase
to $390 per credit hour from
$350 per credit hour
Graduate school tuition
also will increase this summer. For in-state students,
tuition will raise to $216 per
credit hour, from $179. OutKEVAN MACIVER/|n**o tdHor of-state rates will increase to

news editor
Members of Student in Free
Enterprise held an international fair at Keister Elementary
School on Thursday for students to experience different
countries around the world
SIFE is a global, non-profit organization operating on
1,600 campuses in more than
40 countries.
JMU's team attends an annual competition in Washington.

\

— Meghan Melville
Cinemuse events coordinator

,, _
Robertson said they plan to have film
screenings at the houses of clubwnembers
and on campus.
Cinemuse will have an informational
meeting at 9:15 p.m. Jan. 31 in Taylor Hall,
room 404. The dub also will have a table at
the spring Student Organization Night.
"Ajiyone is welcome to join and we
encourage everyone to come, regardless of
taste in film or film knowledge." Smith said.
Robertson said the club plans to fundraise to co-sponsor showings of independent and foreign films.
"We also plan to have collaborative
filmmaking and screenwriting workshops," Robertson said. "Guest speakers
will include some university faculty members and perhaps some members in the
community."
Marville said the club is not limited to
film criticism, and people who are interested
in making films also should join.

$650 from $575.
"Summer school tuition is
set in January and the 2005'06 tuition will be approved
by the Board of Visitors at
their April meeting," Charlie
King, vice president of admin'iun and finance, said.
"Recommendations on 2005'06 tuition have not been determined at this time.
Tuition was raised to cover
the cost of teaching summer
daaaes, with the faculty salaries, stipends and fixed costs
throughout the summer,
according to assodate budget
director Diane Stamp.

Children learn about continents
BY ASHLEY MCCLELLAND

46
Indie films are making
a sweep this year.

Board raises summer tuition
staff writer

staff writer

set TALENT, ptgtl

ilin Frirl

BY MARIA NOSAL

BY KATIE O'DOWD

Paramount's
King's
Dominion theme park will bring
the Paramount Parks national
talent search tour to JMU Jan. 27.
The audition tour seeks
performers for the 2005
entertainment
program
at
King's Dominion.
Singers
and dancers, as well as those
interested in performing as
characters or character escorts,
are encouraged to audition,
said Sarah Lovejoy, public
relations operations manager at
Paramount"s Kings Dominion.
King's Dominion offers
an animated entertainment
program
centered
on
Nickelodeon. MTV and Country
Music Television, among others.
"More than 75 floats,
banners and performers take to
the streets daily," Lovejoy said.
In addition to singers and
dancers, King's Dominion

"1 thought the turnout
for the event was amazing,"
Schnebel said. "We had to get
more chairs to fit everyon.
The event was co-sponsored
by the Student Government
Association's Community
Affairs Committee and the
Freshman Class Council to raise
money for "The Big Event,"
a large, dty-wide service day
organism! by SGA.

A new dub, Cinemuse. was started for students interested In watching and making films.
Junior Meghan Marville, Cinemuse events
coordinator, said she hopes to show that not
all entertaining films are blockbusters.
"Indie films are making a sweep this
year," Marville said. "A lot of the more
popular movies In the past few years have
had no backing from major studios."
Junior Paul Robertson, Cinemuse president, said he tried to find a film club
when he came to JMU.
"We have been trying to get this dub
started since the beginning of last semester."
Robertson said. "We... became officially recognized by the university in January."
Freshman Chas Smith, Cinemuse vice
president said. "We've had some problems
with copyright laws and the public showing of
films, but we are dealing with those and talking
with distributors, so ifs all being taken care of."
Public screenings of films are prohibited
by the Federal Bureau of Investigation without
special permission or the paying of royalties.

DC said junior Kim Tashner.
copresidentofSIFE.
The international fair took
about a year to organi/.'
"We want elementary students to learn about diversity
and culture," Tashner said, "as
well as basic facts about I Mfl
dies around the world."
Students walked through
six stations, one for each continent, excepting Antarctica,
because it has little economic
contribution, Tashner said.
Each station featured sev-

eral countries from that continent, and had facts about the
countries, including pictures.
The students also participated in several activities, such
as carving Egyptian hieroglyphic necklaces and word
matching games.
I think it's really good
for [Keister Elementary],"
said Francis Cavoto, father
of second-grader Rachel.
"Because of the diversity, it's
neat to see all of the homes
that we come from "

"Summer school tuition
is needed to cover salary (3
percent) increases for the faculty and staff, health insurance
cosL operational cost that the
state expects the university to
cover and cost assodated with
summer school," King said.
"Currently, our in-state
tuition is the lowest in the
state, and out-of-state tuition
is next to last," King said.
"The increases that were
just approved by the Board
of Visitors will only slightly
move us up in the rankings."
set KATES, imp 4

Freshman
Heather Locke,
left, teaches
second-trader
Cam Hie
Cumnungs
about Australia
at the Students
klFfM
Enterprise
International
Fair at Keister
Elementary
Thursday.
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Contact Us

Monday, Jan. 24
Phi Chi Theta is a national business fraternity for men and
women. ft you are interested, please attend one of the information nights In Zane Showker Hall, room 103 at 8 p.m.

Phi Chi Thela is a national business fraternity for men and
woman. It you are interested, please attend one of the Information nights in Zane Showker Hall, room 103 at 8 p.m.

Tuesday, Jan. 25

■Ju II

Wednesday, Jan. 26

JMU's Office of International Programs (OIP) will hold an
expo tonight in Warren Ha*. New programs are being offered
in India. France, Canada and Russia For students Interested
in applying, the regular application deadline is Feb. 1 at S
p.m. For more Information visit the OIP Web site at www.jmu.
edu/intemational/abroad/Drogntms.shtml

international business
freshman
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Phi Chi Theta, a national business fraternity, will meet at
Buffalo Wild Wings at 10 p.m. as part of their rush events.

Trie Breeze is puMshed Monday
and Thursday mornings and
distributed throughout James
uadaon Urw.rs.ty and the local
Hemsonburgcormvjnlty.Comments and complaints should be
addressed to Alison Fargo, editor.
Main Telephone:
(540) 568-6127
Editor:
Alison Fargo
(540) 568-3694
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'Going with my
uncle to hunt
wolverines, what
do you think?
Goshl"

Managing Editor:
Kelly Jasper
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News Desk:

(540) 568-6699

POLICE LOG

religion/philosophy
senior

BY SHARON SCMFF/

campus
SPOTLIGHT
How are you
combatting the sudden
arctic weather?

breezenewsOhotmall.com

senior writer

Variety Desk:

(540)568-3151

Petty Larceny

Underage Possession of Alcohol

A JMU student reported the theft of a JMU parking decal
from a vehicle in C5 Lot on Jan. 13 at 2:30 p.m.

A JMU student was charged with underage consumption of alcohol in Ikenberry Hall on Jan. 21 at
6:33 a.m.

Harassing Phone Calls
A JMU student reported receiving harassing phone calls
in Anthony-Seeger Hall on Jan. 17 at 4 a.m. The suspect was named and the complainant declined prosecution.
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Total parking tickets since Aug. 19: 14,090
Total drunk in public since Aug. 19: 53
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LAST WEEK it was Carbon Leal
This Thurs it's the Lloyd Dobler Effect

18+ Show $5/$8
Every WED. 18+ DJ Dance
Great Deals

Our Wings .350 EVERY NIGHT!!
dothepub.com
Your Late Night Place to Eat

432-0610
We Accept JMU Flex

WALK TO CAMPUS
APARTMENTS
3 BR Furnished Condos on S. Main St. (5 minute walk to JMU)
4 BR Furnished Condos on S. Ave. (10 minute walk to JMU)
5 BR Furnished Condos on S. Main St. (5 minute walk to JMU)
All units personally managed by owner.
Twenty Fiveyear^ ofexperience servicing student rental leases.
For further information, eall 4H7- 4057 or 435- 1752, 8 a.m.- 10 p.m.
mmm
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SOS hosts the spring
Student Org. Night
Student Organization
Services is hosting a spring
Student Organization
Night today from 5 to 7
p.m. in the College Center
Grand Ballroom.
The event will have
120 organizations for students to join.
Dining Services will provide free food. The BluesTones,
the Break Dance Club and the
Fencing Club will perform,
along with other groups.
Student Organization
Night is a Wellness Passport event.
CARE accepts
membership applications
Campus Assualt ResponsE
is looking for students to become trained members.
CARE is JMU's sexual
assualt helpline.
Application to become
a trained member are
available in Taylor Down
Under, office 101 H.
Applications are due
Wednesday, Jan. 26 by 8 p.m.
Training sessions will be
held on Feb. 5-6 and Feb.
12-13 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Men and women are
welcome.
Visit www.prtu.eilulwomensmouralCARE.html or e-mail
macksd for more information
Students celebrate,
mourn inauguration
TUSCALOOSA,
ALA.
— On the day President Bush
took his second oath of office
and promised to spread freedom across the globe. University of Alabama student political
groups encouraged their members to dress up to celebrate or
mourn the occasion.
In his second inauguration speech, Bush promised
the world's oppressed people
that "the United States will
not ignore your oppression or
excuse your oppressors" and
would back those who "stand
for liberty." He called spreading freedom throughout the
world "the urgent requirement of our nation's security
and the calling of our time."
But at the Capstone, some
of those who doubt Bush
and his plans for his second
term tried to make sure they
would stand out. The College Democrats encouraged
its members to don black
clothing Thursday to show
the sadness and doubt they
have for the next four years,
said Anna Ruth Williams, the
organization's president.
Williams said College
Democrats members are
worried about Bush's plans
to rework Social Security.

ISABEL PERRYIcvm^mtitg pkMptftm1

ttusents walk In the annual Martin Luther King Jr. March through campus, •ndinf at ths commons when people participated In a spsakout Friday.

MLK events focus on campus unity
BY RACHANA DIXIT

staff writer
the university celebrated
the life of Martin Luther King Jr.
last week with an array of events
including a silent march, movie,
speaker and prayer service.
The events kicked off with
Unity Day, where Rev Derrick
Parson of the Wesley Foundation presented a rendition
of King's speeches Jan. 12 on
the commons. Sponsored by
Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority, Unity Day gave anyone a
chance to share thoughts on
the MLK celebration.
"This day isn't for one
group of people, if s for everyone," said Jennifer Richardson,
MLK event coordinator.
"Ghosts of Mississippi,'' a film
about civil rights activist Medgar
Evers, was shown Jan 13 in GraftoivStovaUTt\eatreat7pm "Hie
movie was shown to raise questions and to develop a familiarity
with the late Evers and his wife,
Myrlie Evers-Williams

The following Monday, Jan.
17, Evers-Williams spoke in the
Wilson Hall Auditorium about
her and her late husband's experiences with MLK.

66
Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr. was a true change
agent.
— Aasbir Nasim
psychologyprofessor

59 —
Poetry Night at Taylor
Down Under was on Jan. 18
where students recited pieces
of various subjects in honor
of MLK. "People wanted to
have something to say," Richardson said.
A silent march in honor of
MLK took place on Jan. 21, beginning at the James Madison
statue and ending at the commons. The second half of the
event, a speakout. was held

in Grafton, where participants
could reflect on the week.
"Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr. was a true change agent,"
psychology professor Aashir
Nasim said.
Zebulun Davenport, associate vice president of student affairs for multicultural awareness
and student health, said. "Each
and every one of us has an opportunity to make change."
An observance of MLK's
birth on Jan. 23 in PC Ballroom
concluded the celebration. The
two-hour service was sponsored by IMPACT, a campus
religious organization, and was
open to people of all faiths.
The week was coordinated by Richardson and Trey
Lewis of the Center for Multicultural and International
Student Services.
Arthur T. Dean, associate
director of CMISS, said, "If s
not how long you live, if s the
impact you have on the life
that you are given. In 39 years,
(MLK] influenced the world."

Winter break ins preventable
BY RACHANA DIXIT

staff writer
Numerous townhouses and apartments in The Commons and Pheasant Run
were broken into during Winter Break
In The Commons, break-ins were
reported to have occurred on Dec. 27.
The four apartments on the first floor of
building 883 were forcefully broken into
while residents were away for break.
Sophomore Katelyn Wiltshire, one of
the residents of 883C. said the landlord
notified her shortly after the break-in.
Wiltshire's apartment had several objects
taken from it, including a TV, a DVD/
VCR player, a phone and some DVDs.
The apartment displayed forced en-

try. "There were footprints on the door
and crowbar marks," Wiltshire said.
In Pheasant Run, break-ins during
break primarily were due to unlocked
windows, according to Tracy Carrier of
Pheasant Run The break-ins in Pheasant Run that were reported last week,
Jan. 13 being the most recent one and
then two that occurred on Dec. 26, were
due to unlocked doors or windows.
During the Dec. 26 break ins DVDs and
X Boxes were stolen, and there were attempts to steal stereo equipment, VCRs
and DVD players. Carrier said. In the
Jan. 13 breakins, house and car keys
were stolen, Carrier said.
tee BREAM INS, page 5

Arthur Dean, associate director of CMISS, elves the o»oeIng remarks at the speakout on Friday, Jan. 21.

New land will help parking woes
BY CAITLIN FUEL

staff writer
JMU may add about 1,000
additional parking spaces in
the year 2010.
The Board of Visitors agreed
to purchase land from Rockingham Memorial Hospital and hopes
to use some of it to add parking
spaces. "SGA is working to lobby
a bill which will entitle all 16 acres
of Rockingham Memorial Hospital
property to JMU," Student Body
President Tom Culligan said.
The legislation will be decided
on by the Virginia General Assembly in late February or early March
as part of the budget increase. If it

is passed, JMU will get $40 million
from the state and will have to raise
$10 million on its own in order to
pay the hospital $50 million over
the next five years.
The SGA is planning on lobbying and using a letter-writing
campaign to raise awareness and
support of students, faculty and
the community to raise the necessary $10 million. Although it will
take five years to acquire all the
property through payments, three
parking lots, two of which will be
decks, can be built once the property is JMU's.
"We really need the unity of the
campus and community to make
this happen," Culligan said.

Press Here to Shoot Yourself

"SHOOT YOURSELF"
luestone's
annual photo contest
Submit digital or hard-copy photos of
JMU life as YOU know it
to us by February n,
and we will print them in the yearbook!
We're looking for original, creative and funny shots
that portray a JMU student's life.
Submit photos digitally to
jmu_bluestone@yahoo.com or
drop off hard copies to Anthony-Seeger Hall, room 217.
a
u
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BREAK-INS: Breaking and
entering, theft prevented by
precautionary measures
BREAK-INS, from page 3

The Harrisonburg Police Department
is conducting an investigation.
Carrier said this is new for their housing community. Pheasant Run is trying to
t.ike a more pro-active stance and make
residents aware of how they need to be
cautious about unlocked doors. Pheasant
Run also might try to set up a "student
watch," and programs to teach residents
about personal and home safety.
Kevin Williams, general manager of LBfcJ
Limited, which owns Stone Gate, South View
and The Commons, also said that break-ins
tend to increase while students are away for
an extended period of time. However, Stone
Gate, South View and The Commoas distribute flyers and pamphlets on numerous occa-

TALENT: Auditions
offer internships,
summer opportunities

sions reminding residents to lock doors and
secure valuables.
"If you're going to have people over,
you should control who and who does not
come," Wiliams said. Unfamiliar people
in an apartment could potentially increase the risk of items being stolen. Williams also emphasized the importance of
marking valuables so they are easily identifiable, because the chance of them being
stolen will then decrease. "If things are
marked fairly clearly, they won't want to
take them," Williams said.
Renter's insurance was highly encouraged by both housing complexes when stolen items are not covered under a parent/
guardian's homeowner's insurance. The
break-ins are under investigation.

RATES:
Class costs
increased
for summer

TALENT, from page 1

also is searching for actors, technicians and anyone with theater and dance experience.
"(The auditions] are a good opportunity for liberal arts majors
to put their studies into action," said Jeremy Hawkins, office manager for College Center Services.
"It is like any job opportunity or internship," sophomore
Neal Kowalsky said "The more you work, the more you understand and the more comfortable you will feel in the future."
Sophomore Wendy Waldeck said, "1 think I would be interested in auditioning because I've always enjoyed acting
and being a part of such a group of entertaining people with
talent would be a privilege."
The auditions will be held in the Highlands Room from 4 to
7 p.m. for singers and actors and 7 to 9 p.m. for dancers, variety
performers and technicians. Students should come with prepared
material, a resume and headshot. Auditions will be limited to two
minutes. For more information visit imvw.kingsdommion.com.

RATES, from page 1

Sophomore Kristen Maher said, "I understand that
out ol.state students have
to pay more money because
JMU is |.i| state-funded university. The part that bothers
me is how big the difference
is between the out-of-state
and in-state tuition.
JMU spokesman Andy
Perrine said, "Traditionally, JMU has been very affordable, so when we raise
the price, we still are considered a deal."

(We've won a few national awards and stuff)
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Study Abroad
lemester, Summer, Short-Term Program s

Tuesday, January 25
1 am - 3pm
"ransitions Room (Warren Hall)
;all the Office of International Programs at 568-641 9
ror email studyabroad@jmu.edu for more Information.
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3 weeks in Russia
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pleckesg@jmu.edu
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53 Apprehend
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4 Charlotte's
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7 Festive
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60 Evergreen
14 Lambs'dams
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17 Automaker
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1
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DOWN
1 Weaponry
2 Daytime drama
3 Senate employee
4 Method
5 Cupid's counterpart
6 See 42-Down
7 Controversial
comedian
8 Puncturing tool
9 Showed the way
10 Ninny
12 Controversial
comedian
19 Kipling hero
21 Diving bird
23 TVA structure
25 Rock guitarist
Dando
26 Cardinals or Blue
Jays
27 Oklahoma city
28 Hairless
29Jai
30 A Katzenjammer kid
31 Droop
35 Scepter topper
38 Witness
40 Lummox
42 With 6-Down. controversial comedian

45 Confront
47 Detail
48 House-paint shade
49 Not barefoot
5(1 Intimidate
51 Anger
52 Caddy contents
54 Acknowledge applause
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Don't bet on your next apartment.
Only a few rooms remain so secure yours
today!
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HOUSE EDITORIAL

Student hygiene key to illness
You may have noticed Ihe
attendance tapering off in your
classes this time of year, and
chances are good that it has
more to do with the sniffles
filling those awkward silences
in your conversations than the
weather
This time of year, everyone
is either getting sick, getting
better or trying to avoid being
coughed on. No matter what
you do. sometimes you're going
to get sick, but JMU students
could do more to help prevent
coming down with what's going around.
No one expects winter fear
to include surgical masks and
gloves, but dressing for the
weather is an absolute necessity. Think about that credit card
commercial where the man puts
all his clothes on instead of packing them to go on a busmen trip.
Emulate turn — or at least put on

So I

WAS THINKING

Profiles lead to
misunderstandings,
missed opportunities
ASHLEY LUSK

staff writer
If you're reading this, chances are you're a
pseudo-intellectual liberal who secretly only is at
JMU because you didn't get into UVa. Naturally,
because only such people read the opinion page.
And I'm a Republican using a pseudonym as I
vent my secret feminist rage before I settle down
to be barefoot and pregnant when I find my husband among the fraternity brothers. Naturally, because only people like me would be brave enough
to write amongst these pages.
But I'm not those things and chances are neither are you, but because we go to JMU, we might
not guess that about each other.
Last summer, I was walking with a friend — a
newcomer to JMU — when he told me that JMU
was very much a "profile school." "What," I asked
in defense, "is that supposed to mean?"
Well, basically, it meant that everyone here
could easily be pushed into some category that
might be based on his or her appearance, hometown, race, socioeconomic status or hobbies.
Some of these profiles include the athlete, the
Greek brother or sister, the overachiever, the underachiever, the hippie-protester, the writers, the quiet
folk, the snobs, the politicians and the minorities.
The more I thought about this idea, the more
convinced I became of its existence, something I
had never noticed before. I suddenly questioned
the authenticity of everyone around me.
All of the girls who carried the Vera Bradley
diaper bags I assumed had money and were of
lesser intelligence, all of those football players,
were here with a free ride because the muscles
in their arms were bigger than the ones in their
heads, and everyone from Northern Virginia had
money, and roots built in arrogance.
1 was so caught up in these ugly generalizations that I was bitter — in the usual friendliness
tetnOFILB,i»ge7
Editorial policies
Responses to all articles and opinions published
in the Breeze are welcome and encouraged.
Letters should be no longer than 250 words and
can be e-mailed to bn?ezeopinion®hotmail.com
or mailed to MSC 6805 C1, Anthony-Seeger
Hall, Harrisonburg, VA 22807. The Breeze
reserves the tight to edit all submissions for
length or grammatical style.

The home editorial reflects the opinion ol the editorial
board as a vthole. and is not necessarily the opinion of
any indMdtial staff member ol The breeze
lilituii.il Botrd:
Alison fargo. editor in chief
Kelly lasper, managing editor
Ale* Surrey, opinion editor
The opinions In this section do not necessarily reflect
the opinion ol the newspaper, this staff, or
lames Madison University

a hat when going out.
Another thing lo remember
if you're of age and heading out
is that alcohol does not keep
you warm, however warm it
may make you feel. It actually
aids in decreasing core body
temperature, which could lead
to illness or even hypothermia.
When you put on that extra
layer, it's a good idea to make
sure it's clean. Everyone knows
that some clothes can be worn
more than once, but doing laundry every so often can keep the
hoodie your classmate sneezed
on from becoming a bioha/ard.
While washing your clothes,
you might want to consider
throwing your sheets in, too.
for reasons that don't need to be
explained
This brings us. in a way
that also doesn't need to be explained, to the concept of sharing. This is very simple — your

kindergarten teacher was tragi
cally wrong. Cups, silverware
excessive romantic moment.'
and the like all should be shared
with caution. You don't know
when the last time anyone had
a shower, let alone a checkup.
On the other hand, you
should be able to remember the
last time you had a shower, be
cause it should have been some
time within the last 24 hours
And please, wash your hands
brush your teeth, take out iht
trash, clean your room and call
your mother.
Seriously, though, clear
your room and anywhere else
that looks suspect — it'll make
life a lot healthier, as tedious aj
it may be.
One last thing — if you feel
sick, don't try and be a hero. Gc
to the Health Center - they dc
know what they're doing and
it's better to be safe than sorry.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Diversity more than race
According to the article "Diversity Promoted through Scholarships," in the Jan.
18 edition, JMU plans to Increase the diversity of students by increasing the number
of scholarships given to minority students.
I agree that diversity influences education,
but there is more to people than their race.
Dr. Wubah said these scholarships "would
open our eyes to people of different race, religion, sexual preference and socioeconomic
status." My concern comes from the money
being spent and the basics of diversity.
The money spent comes from taxpayers
and students. Once again, tuition is increasing. This spending is correlated to our tuition. If the cost is seen as vital by the student
population, then it should be instituted, but
why should the money be spent to increase
diversity? What is diversity, anyway?
Seriously dissecting the word, I find it
to be a collective term that refers to most
of which Dr. Wubah touched on Yet diversity simplifies a student to the color
of their skin, which they were born with
and cannot change. I. have been taught
that an individual is educated by qualities
observed and taught, not because of the
qualities you cannot change. Individual
choices make a person.
I propose we seriously look at the way
we approach diversity and scholarship. I
think these scholarships, if spent, should go
toward students around Virginia who cannot afford the tuition of JMU. In this way,
we are looking at the socioeconomic status
of the applicant, not their race.
JarrettRay
freshman, pre-political science

reason: to ensure the safety of a country's
citizens, whether it be physical safety or civic
and emotional safety. Behind these laws —
making sure people obey them — are policemen. I hope Austen will realize that policemen are here to serve and protect us, not to
make us miserable.
Scott Slaybaugh
sophomore, accounting

Column 'slap in face' to officers
Shame on Katie Austen's disrespectful
police-bashing in her column on Jan. 20. Her
column had no point other than to complain
about how she doesn't like obeying the law
and hates the people who enforce it. If s a
slap in the face to officers who risk their lives
to make our lives safer. We're sorry that you
find the law infringes on your ability to have
a good time
Maybe where you grew up the only place
you encountered drugs was in D.AJLE., but
many kids come across drugs in a more appealing way, and without I) A R t wouldn't know
the extreme consequences of not saying no
We all know people who have been arrested for underage drinking or have gotten
driving tickets — we also know people who
have lost their lives to reckless drivers and
friends who have been hospitalized for irresponsible drinking.
Maybe you are one of the few lucky people who haven't had to deal with this, but for
those of us who have, we know why these
"petty" laws are in place.
Sure, there is room for debate with the drinking age, but whining about those who enforce
the law is not the way to bring about change
In 2004, 154 officers lost their lives in the
line of duty. I guess they could have been doing something better with their time, instead
of "going to the dark side."

Laws enforced for common good
In Katie Austen's Jan. 20 column, she
writes that she cannot understand "how
someone could devote his or her life to making someone else's life miserable " Policemen
in no way do this. Yes, they get on college
students' nerves when we get a speeding
ticket or get in trouble for underage drinking.
No matter how much we — myself included,
sometimes — disagree with some of these
rules, it is for the common good. Austen says
that "if there were no speed limits, people
wouldn't be as apt to speed." Are you kidding me? Have you ever heard of the Autobahn? You think if you take away speed limits, everyone will suddenly drive safer and
slower? The most mind-boggling thing Ausom says is that, "The whole justice system is
generally unnecessary." Right. Unnecessary.
Austen also says, "Life is pretty much about
breaking rules and how much we can get
away with. Rules are'meant to be broken." I
don't know what kind of life Austen is living,
but I and I'm sure a lot of other people, don't
think life is about breaking rules.
Rules are set in place for one primary
I

Allison Womack
sophomore, history
ErinGoga
sophomore, ISS/political science

Breeze should focus on Greek life
1 believe I speak for all Greeks in recruitment when I suggest that The Breeze needs to
start focusing more on the JMU community.
Last Thursday's article "Fraternities begin
spring rush" is not only noticeably modest,
but it is arrogantly sandwiched between a
half page of ads and an unnecessarily orange
food chart. Your apathetic efforts are hardly
going to help our chapters grow, and I shame
your efforts to highlight the contributions of
fraternities and sororities at JMU. As James
Madison matures through athletic accomplishment, increased enrollment and school
spirit it is important to acknowledge the vital role the Greek system plays in the character of our campus. Through philanthropic
and social endeavors fraternities and sororities provide JMU with great public relations,

both locally and nationally.
Maybe our 11 percent of the total student population isn't enough for The Brent
to consider giving Greek activity serious attention, but I will guarantee students at this
school care more about JMU news than the
new federal dietary guidelines for 2005. I
encourage The Breeze to reconsider the lack
of investment they have put into Greek organizations. Social or academic, fraternities
and sororities at James Madison deserve
more credit than they have ever been given
by our school paper.
Kevin Small wood
freshman, English
Kappa Alpha Order

Draft not needed to appreciate freedom
1 was bewildered by the fact that Mark
Knapf, who believes so adamantly in a draft
for all 18-year-olds, isn't in the armed services himself. Instead of waiting for a draft to
be held, he should get up and sign up now
to serve. He speaks of teenagers not knowing
the realities of the world, but wasn't that the
point? Wasn't that why all those who fought
for our freedoms in the wars before, the reason why we are so fortunate to not have to
experience what our fathers, grandfathers
and great-grandfathers had to?
1 commend all those who are fighting for
us now for all that they do because they let
us have that opportunity to go to school and
have careers.
We are so privileged to not live in famine,
in constant fear, or a life without choices.
What life is it where we have to really know
and/or experience the realities that underdeveloped counties have to go through day
in and day out? I certainly would rather be
more worried about the next guy that gets
kicked off of "The Bachelorette" than have
to worry about whether or not I will live to
see the next day.
To truly appreciate life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness, we need only look at
appreciate and respect the men and women
of the past, present and future who fight selflessly for our liberties, choices and our lives.
Christine Mui
sophomore, accounting /finance

Forced service not 'enlightening'
Mark Knapf's column in the Jan. 20
edition is a blaring example of the chestthumping primitive patriotism seen far
too often in America nowadays. Claiming
that a universal draft would "enlighten"
America's youth by forcing them to see the
importance of "liberty," Knapf forgets that
one essential liberty is not having to risk
your life or take other lives for something
you don't believe in.
Graham Moomaw
sophomore, pre-SMAD
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PROFILE: Look beyond expectations

^UiV**:

FMmLE.fromyagte
of JMU I only saw a facade. People, I thought, held doors because
it was expected — just like their
personalities, they had a whole
other JMU personality to live up
to as well. I thought my friends
and I were the only people who
couldn't be profiled.
And then one day. as I walked
toward Warren Hall, I smiled at a
tall, lanky guy carrying an easel
and a sketch pad — obviously one
of those granola-vegan art majors, I thought. The guy seemed
shinned that I had smiled at him
and he gave me a weird, astonished stare and then smiled, ever
so slightly, back at me.
lust which type of person
did he profile me as? I obviously
had a profile, too, and it was one
which meant 1 wouldn't smile at
someone like him. As I watched
him walk away over my shoulder, I noticed a patch on his book
bag which read: There's nothing
wrong with gay Republicans.
Quite a surprise.

E-mail earn and pats to brwztd/GtutmaiLcom.
Darts & Pals art submitted anonymously1 and
printed on a space available basis. Submissions
are based upon one person s opinion of a given
situation, person or event and do not necessarily
reflect the truth

•Ir.
Slowly, revelations such as
this occurred to me: A girl in my
communications class — the one
with the diaper bag purse and
fake pearls — explained she was
.1 waitress who worked hard to
pay her own tuition and sorority fees. I was the resident adviser to a passionate, sweet, intelligent, Al Green-loving football
player who played football so
that he could go to school and
not the other way around. And
my own best friend, a proud
Northern Virginian, proved to
be not only down to earth, but
frugal as well.

Perhaps JMU is a profile
school — on the surface* anyway.
But I think that if you lake a look
past the images that seem to summarize our students — parties, extremist evangelicals and, yes, even
Vera Bradley bags — you'll notice
that there is a diverse crowd of
intelligent, fun and ambitious students who fit into many categories
— not just the stereotypical ones.
Maybe 1 had sold myself short
of knowing some truly interesting people. Maybe you're selling
yourself short, too.
Ashley Lusk is a senior communications studies major.

A " way-to-be-sneaky" pal to the
shirtless guy who evaded the cops by
jumping over a balcony and then entered my apartment looking for a party.

A "wocka-wocka-wocka" dart to
my friend and his girlfriend for having
to put muppet puppets on their hands
to resolve their conflicts.

From a neighbor who was entertained
by your antics while she was watching the
commotion outside.

From someone who finds it disturbing
that you have to talk through Fozzie and
Ms. Piggy puppets to resolve conflicts.

A "way-to-be-.irresponsible" dart
to the two girls at the bus stop who, at
different times, casually dropped their
gum and candy wrappers on the ground
when the trash can was two feet away.

A "way-to-keep-the-hall-awake"
dart to the tnree girls dressed in heels who
dedded to make a music video between
3 a.m. and 5 a.m. on Tuesday night

From an environment-friendly student
who thinks it is a shame that even though
the dropped trash was so little, the gesture
of littering was so big.

A "yemr-patience-was-infinite" pat
to our extremely considerate waiter for
being so understanding with a party of
15 loud freshmen.
From one of the 15 who was embarrassed by her friend's behavior.

From serious students who would've
liked to have slevt instead of hearing heels
running down the halls.

A "you-made-me-think-10-timesless-of-you" dart to the girl who stole
a "Support our Troops" magnet from
someone's car.
From your friend who thinks if you
support our troops, you should buy the
magnet yourself.

Need Some Extra Cash?
JAMES $CHONE
antique

jewelry

77

■■

Now Buying Silver and Gold Jewelry

Say it with

Especially Yurman and Tiffany
(high school rings, cct.) * MUST be 18 w/ two ID's
75 South Court Square Harrisonburg, VA 22801 (540)433-1833

WARNING!

Hit * USED CDi • DVDs •
NOVELTIES • VINYL • books • VIDEOS • FREE special orders
■nk Memories • ■Mjazi MS • INDIES • moorts • HAHD-T0-FINO HUSK • ope* 7 days!

Advertising with The Breeze may cause
excess patronage of
your business, club, or activity.

LISTEN TO ANY CD BEFORE YOU BUY!
434-9999

What A Record
Store Should Bel

rasLMTtmin

lair**!

Can you handle it? call 540.568.6127 today!

wrraiT MiMauaii
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Fraternity Recruitment Time!
January 24th - February 3rd
Monday, January 24th

Tuesday, January 25th

Pi Kappa Phi - Cici's Dinner (Meet at Mr. Chips @
6:30 p.m.)
Sigma Pi - Bowling (Meet at 1135 S. Main St. ® 8
p.m.)
Pi Kappa Alpha - Billiards Night (Meet at TDU @ 7
p.m.)
Sigma Chi - Open House at SC House 7:30 - 9:30
p.m.
Kappa Alpha - Open House/Pizza 5-7 p.m. (Rides
from Godwin/Festival @ 4:45 p.m.) j
Alpha Kappa Lambda - Open House/Pizzajfijpet at
top of Greek Row at 7 P-m.)^_^=~
FIJI - Indoor Game Night (8 p.m. atSJE
742 Ott St.)
/
Delta Chi - Poker at the Hou«J:30THn:
Tau Kappa Epsilon - Meet theriftoffiers and Pizza @
8:00 p.m. at the rjgugf^-_-=
Sigma Nu - Spaghetti Dinar ftfijSfi.m., meet at
Mr. Chips
= =^=

Theta Chi - UREC Sports 7-9 p.m. (Meet at Main
Entrance)
Pi Kappa Phi - Poker Tournament (Meet at Mr. Chips
® 7:30 p.m.) Sigma Pi - Buffalo Wild Wings (Meet at 1135 S. Main
St. ® 8 p.m.)
Delta Chi - Sports Night (Meet at House ® 7 p.m.)
Kappa Alpha - BDubs Wing Night at KA House 6-8
p.m. (Rides from Godwin/Festival ® 5:45
-p.m.)
Sigmalfc- Poker Tournament @ 6:30 p.m., meet at

Wednesday, Jairaafj 26th

Thursday, January 27th

Pi Kappa Phi - BasketbaJjJaliMBt in UREC Lobby
@ 8 p.m.)
"^%" si .
Sigma Pi - Pool (Meet at TT3#®91m&
FIJI - NCAA Tourney (7 p.m. aW&M SI
Kappa Alpha - Pool at TDU 7 - 9=pft(Rils from
Godwin/Festival ®6:45 p.ri
Alpha Kappa Lambda - Cosmic Bov
of Greek Row at 9 p.m.)
Pi Kappa Alpha - Bowling (Meet at Pike House 9 ^
7:30 p.m.)
Sigma Chi - Bowling (Meet at SC House ® 9:30 p.m.)
Tau Kappa Epsilon - Halo and Poker ® 7 p.m. at the
house

Sigma Chi - Pizata^ngSruse 6-8 p.m.
Theta Chi - Pokjr#gt8<Meet at 1105 S. Main St. @
7 pm^ -=s^
Delta Chi ^gflj^t TDU 7 p.m.
FUI - BBfflfpsfe^r. 742 Ott St.)
Sigma^aSeEflight (Meet at 1357 S. Main St. ®
r
10-(Hn.)
^rKappa Phi - BBQ & Live Band 801, 803, 805
=.
Forest Hills (Meet at Mr. Chip's ® 6 p.m.)
Sfgma Nu - Snowtubing (weather permitting) ® 6:30
p.m., meet at Mr. Chips
Tau Kappa Epsilon - Taco Night ® 7 p.m. at the
house

f™> AKA KI TKEIX KA 0X 11KA in
For any additional information, please contact Philip Giordano, the IFC Recruitment Chair at giordapo@jmu.edu
www.jmu.edu/sos
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SWIMMING
MEN'S BASKETBALL

Guards lift Patriots to win
Butler, Skinn
combine for
41 points in
GMU victory

CAROLYN WALSKR/mar phnnptn
Freshman Brian Frettag competes against QMU. Frettag won
the 100-yard breaststroke.

Swimming loses
The Dukes lost to George
Mason University Saturday at
Savage Natatorium, 144-99.
Junior R.J. Dunn won the
50-yard freestyle and anchored
the first place 200-yard medley relay team. Sophomore [osh
Fowler won the 100-yard backstroke for JMU.
— from staff rrports

BY JOHN GALLE

staff writer

WRESTLING

Lambert wins
three matches
at C AA duals
JMU won one of four team
matches in the Colonial Athletic
Association Duals at George Mason
University Friday and Saturday.
Senior Brian Lambert improved
to 15-5 this season, winning three
individual matches, including his
third pin of the season.
Lambert improved to 5-1 in
the conference.
Sophomore Jason Chalfant
won both of his contested matches and received a forfeit victory
to finish the weekend 3-1 and improve to 5-11 on the season.
Freshman Chris Gwaltney
and junior Chris Cvitan picked
up pins at the 165-lb. class and
heavyweight, respectively.
Freshmen Shawn Horst and
Thang Ho, earned their first CAA
wins. Horsts victory also was his
first career technical fall.
The Dukes are in Dover, Del.,
Saturday for the Delaware State
University Duals. Matches begin at 10 a.m.
—from staff reports

MEN'S TENNIS

Dukes fall to
VCU in spring
season opener
The men's tennis team
opened their spring season losing 5-0 to the Virginia Commonwealth Rams Friday.
In doubles action, Carlin
Campbell and Brian Clay were
defeated by the VCU pair of Arnaud Lecloerec and Sebastian
Ripoll 6-2, 6-2.
In singles, the Dukes dropped
all four matches in straight sets.
David Emery had the best showing, losing to VCU's Francesc
Deal 6-4. 6-4.
No singles player won more
than four sets.
JMU is next at George Washington University Friday.
—from staff rrports

Late first half
run sinks JMU
BY DANNY CHRISTIANSEN

senior writer

In the absence of JMU coach
Dean Keener, the men's basketball team lost to conference
rival George Mason University
Saturday night 77-58 at the
Convocation Center.
Wednesday night against
Towson University, Keener was
ejected after receiving two technical fouls. He was suspended
from coaching against the Patriots
Saturday because of this.
"It's difficult not having your
head coach, but we have full
faith in Dean leading although
he wasn't there," sophomore
forward Cavell Johnson said.
"But we also don't have any
doubt in the assistants to take
that head role, and they did
tonight and led well."
Keener said, "It's tough not
being with your team, and if s
a position you don't want to
have to be in again."
Both teams entered the night
at the bottom of the conference,
with the Patriots at 2-4 in the
Colonial Athletic Association
and JMU at 1-5.
Heading into the game,
GMU was on a three-game losing streak. The Dukes had lost
their last two contests.
set LOSS, page 12

CAROLYN WALSER/wm pkaotriytm
(Above) Junior guard John Naparlo leans In for a shot against George
Mason Unfvsrsfty Saturday night. (Below) Junior guard Jomo Bettor drives
to the basket. Bettor finished wfth a career-high 20 points.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

BY MATTHEW STOSS

JMU at VCU
Wed Jan 26, 7 p.m.
The Siegel Center
WSVA550AM

0t M

JMU and VCU square off in an
all-Virginia match up. The Dukes
enter at 3-12 and I -6 in conference play. VCU comes in at 9-7
overall and 5-2 in the CAA. The
Dukes have not won at VCU
since December 28, 1990, a
stretch of eight-straight games.

Dukes roll over Seahawks
assistant sports editor

ON DECK

JONATHAN TAYLOR, rnaviaaani phoiopaplirr
Sophomore guard Lesley Dickinson looks to dish Inside our
tag JMU's game against the Untvarsfty of North CarolinaWilmington Sunday at the Convocation Center. Dickinson
finished wfth 6 points

Despite containing center
Jai Lewis, the George Mason
University guard tandem of Tony
Skinn and Lamar Butler lit up the
Convocation Center floor against
the Dukes Saturday night en
route to a 77-58 GMU victory.
The Dukes were hurting.
Amid the absence of key players, junior forward David Cooper
and senior guard Daniel Freeman,
JMU also had to go without ooach
Dean Keener, because of a onegame suspension.
Chris Clarke, a walk-on
sophomore guard, had the
responsibility of defendingSkinn.
one of the top-20 scorers in the
Colonial Athletic Association.
Skinn was explosive for the
Patriots. He finished the game
with 21 points, shooting 50 percent from the floor. His speed
and quickness made him a threat
every time he touched the ball.
"(Skinn) really helped spearhead their offense, getting Into
the paint and dishing it," sophomore forward Cavell Johnson
said. "He was very effective."
By driving toward the basket all night, Skinn saw action at
the foul line. He made 12 visits
to the stripe and hit eight
Keener, watching the game
from the stands, praised his
defense in the first half, but said
the Dukes lacked the offene to
stay with the Patriots.
JMU focused in on Lewis tor
much of the game, and got him
into foul trouble however, ft wasn't
enough Despite limiting Lewis to 9
poms and 10 rebounds, Skmn and
Butler combined for 41 points.
Butler, who came into the
contest ranked No. 3 in the conference in scoring, shot 8 for 14
from the floor, including 4 of 8
from behind the arc.
"[Jai Lewis] is one of their
big three," Keener said. "In
order to be successful, you need
to contain two of those three,
and obviously we didn't. We
didn't contain Butler or Skinn."
GMU coach Jim Larranga
said, "We got Lamar Butler
open more. He played well
offensively and defensively,
guarding Ray Barbosa."
Barbosa, who entered the
game leading JMU in scoring,
was held to 3 of 11 on field goals
and 1 of 5 behind the arc. He
finished with 9 points.

Three minutes into the
second half, the JMU women's basketball team sat atop
the scoreboard with a 14point lead, 39-25.
Five minutes later, the
Dukes found themselves up
2.39-37 after the University of
North Carolina-Wilmington
went on a 12-0 run.
"We called the timeout
and were determined to not
let them back in the game,"
senior guard Mary Beth
Culbertson said. "We didn't
want a close game — we
had to put them away."
After the timeout, the
Dukes promptly scored 7
unanswered points to push
their lead up to 9 en route
to a 72-50 win over the Seahawks Sunday afternoon at
the Convocation Center.
"They were talking
amongst themselves be-

fore 1 got to the huddle,"
JMU coach Kenny Brooks
said. "They picked up the
defense and we got some
transition baskets."
Culbertson did her part,
knocking down one of her
four three-pointers during
JMU's rally.
Sophomore center Meredith Alexis added 4 points to
JMU's 7 unanswered on her
way to 13 points total, while
racking up 12 boards.
Culbertson finished with
12 — all of which came on
buckets from beyond the arc
"They were 10 of 15
from the three-point line,"
UNC-W coach Ann Hancock said. "They knocked
down their open shots
when they had to. It seems
like they never missed."
Also knocking down
open shots was JMU freshman guard Tamera Young.
She subbed in with eight
minutes to play and imme-

t.
■Slala.m.aiaaa

diately caught fire, draining
a mid-range jumper.
Young finished as JMU's
leading scorer, posting 17
points— 13 of which came after the intermission, bolstered
by three three-pointers
"It got me excited when I
hit the three's," Young said.
"I was open and had confidence in my shot"
UNt-w
JMU

n - m
» - n

UNC-W 04 CAA, 4-19 — MMgan Sama 22. Tankia Haniaan 8.
Mag WUfirow 3, Dante Lawranc* 6.
Undaay laom 2, MldiatU Vtaankova
2. Laura Barry 1, Emit. tdbmK Last
Drake t Brthany SOanajaa 1 barpharat Fanald. Been Paparf, Totata 21
B-12 SO. Thraa-poant grata: ram
JMU 0-4 CAA SMI _ Tamaea
Ycamg 17. Kiyalal Brooka 11. Andraa
Baaivaa.Ho, Mary Be* CuJjertacai 12.
Uasf Dictoaon 6, ilaaadati Alaaai
13. Smrley McCaU 5. laar™, Lawaance 6. Nina Uqdah, Shamarna
Fehx 2, April Gratton Totala 3a 6-11
72. TWpca* go* Cufceraaar,
4. Young 4. Lawrence 2.
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We want YOU for The Breeze
Now accepting resumes for Advertising Account Executive
Sales Position
Submit resumes to
Matt Lastner or Bree Mills
(in the basement of Anothony-Seeger)

ASAP by Jan. 24th
Go to www.jmu.ethystuemploy
for application and job description

Call 540.568.6127 or
e-mail the_breeze@jmu.edu
for more information.
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WINTES? BLUES MAM HE(?E, TO GIVE YOL> SOME AWESOME
WAYS TO KEEP YOLW? A17VENTLH?E GOING N THE WINTEJ?.
KEEP YOLK? NEW YEAR'S RESOLUTION FITNESS GOALS AN(7
ATTENC7
LEAffN TO PLAY J?ACQL»ETBALL AT
0(? LEA(?N TO SAVE A LIFE AT __■_■■
Q& IF ALL ELSE FAILS, COME Ohi BY

FOC? A

______H__H__________H_HHHHH1

SHOW THE WHITE* THAT IT CAN'T KEEP VOU POWNW
*PfcGlSTfcf? BY C7AV BfcFOPE; EACH Pf?06(?AM.
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"Violence Against
Women Panel"

>o you have what it takes to b

3

m the REAL WORLD of

JMU SUMMER CONFERENCING

Wednesday, January 26
7pm
College Center Ballroom
Passport Event

FREE!!
Panel will feature male faculty
members and students raising
awareness about violence against
women.
Panel members: Dr. Arnie Kahn,
Dr. Andrew Kohen_ Dr. Dennis
AICitKlllflfiltKUJwJ

Brought to you by V-Day (Vagina Monologues)
Committee & University Health Center
??? w*w vdayimu bravehost org
A *•* vday org or 83503

*

10-15 Qualified Students will
be chosen to be CONFERENCE
ASSISTANTS...

HT Work with REAL People
^^ Gain REAL Job Experience

HOW?
H'
H'
H'
B'
B'
HT

Possess Excellent Customer Service
Be a Team Player
Exhibit Multi-Tasking and Time Management Skills
Work in a Fast-Paced Office Environment
Be able to work Nights, Weekends, and Overnight Shifts
Available to work May 9 - Aug. 15,2005
Applications are available in the
Events and Conferences Office,
Taylor 233. Must be returned by
5p.m. Friday, February 11,2005!!

To learn more about this opportunity sign up for an Info
* Session
on February 2 or 3, by emailing: bentzjl@jmu.edu
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Old Man Winter will be knocking on our doors
(or two more months. We dwell in the cold, mountain air. Can you think ot a better excuse to buy a
new winter coat?
The first thing to take into consideration when
buying a coat is your body type. The coat should
not accentuate any "flaws." For example, if you are
very thin, don't buy a long, shapeless coat, which
will only make you appear thinner. Pick a patterned
coat that has shape, such as one that flares out at the
bottom. The flare and patterned cloth will create the
illusion of curves. A single-breasted coat is best for
voluptuous women and men. Try a slimming monochromatic coat in a beautiful color, like winter white,
bright blue or deep red. Prints will work on you too
— just steer clear of bulky fabric. If you're vertically challenged, stay away from floor-length coats
because they will swallow you. Knee-length coats,
however, create the illusion of height.
When purchasing your coat, make sure that your
arms can move freely. Try buying the coat a size
larger so a sweater can be wom comfortably underneath on frigid days. Buttons should not be strained,
nor should the material bulge in any way.
However, the fit of the coat isn't the only thing that
matters. The little details of the coat are equally important. A coat is an investment that you should be able to
wear for years to come I am a firm believer that there
is a time and a place for different types of coats. For
example, a cozy fleece is great for heading to the gym,
walking to dass or hitting the slopes, but a long peacoat
is perfect for a chilly night out on the town.

Written by
Erin Lee
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As much as you love your winter coat, it
shouldn't be worn on a dinner date. Something
more appropriate for ladies would be a longer
coat in a rich fabric like brocade or boucle, which
instantly adds glamour to any outfit.
Guys, try a masculine leather jacket (preferably
not Shaft-style). Leather jackets are making a comeback — hotties like Brad Pitt and Jake Cyllenhaal stay
warm in theirs. If that look is too Harley-Davidson
for you, try a wool tweed jacket instead.
Color also is important for coats. A boring coat
may give someone Seasonal Affective Disorder faster
than lack of sunshine. I love black; if s a dependable,
classic color, so I'm certainly not forbidding it for
coats. Just make sure that your coat has something
that makes it stand out. I suggest toggles, a sparkly
brooch or a colorful scarf and hat.
Since spring lines are already appearing in stores,
there is no better time than now to scoop up great coats
at ridiculously low prices. Check out ffcrgap.com, kennethcole.com, jcrew.com and ficforiasvcrrf.com.
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Patterned coats. Uke this one wom by freshman Maria SchMchec.
fancy up the traditional outer-winter war
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From Broadway to big screen, Webber's
'Phantom' remains hit to be seen
BY MEGHAN MARVILLE

contributing writer
The swell of the music surrounds
you as her reflection fades into his.
"The Phantom of the Opera" is there.
He extends his hand through the
mirror and takes her. Reality gives way
to fantasy as the Phantom (Gerard
Butler. "Dear Frankie") guides a mesmerized Christine (Emmy Rossum.
"The Day After Tomorrow") down a
golden hallway filled with soft glowing
candlelight. Their mysterious journey
leads them down into his world to
make the music of the night.
Sexual desire and musical learning are two passions combined in this
scintillating tale of love and deception.
The Phantom, disfigured from birth, has
known nothing of the world but the
Pans opera house Similarly, Christine
also has lived in the Opera House from
childhood. Raised as a dancer, she also
secretly was trained to sing by the mysterious Angel of Music Of course, the
Angel is the Phantom, and his hold on
her is strong. She is captivated by a love
for him every time they meet, but in her
more lucid moments, she falls in love

"The Phantom of the
Opera "
Starring:
Gerard Butler, Emmy
Rossum, Patrick Wilson
Running time:
140 mins
Rated: PG-13

«««««
with her childhood friend Raoul (Patrick
Wilson, "Angels in America") Patrick
Wilson plays Raoul with vigor and
charm in a well-voiced performance.
Consumed by his love for Christine
and for music, the Phantom has always
run the theatre to his liking. However,
its new owners see no reason to comply with his demands. Then the accidents start. Christine battles with her
feelings for both men and in rum, each
man fights to win her.
I saw both the film and the Broadway
show for the first time in the same week.
Those original "Phans" have nothing

to worry about The film version is an
accurate representation and only adds to
what the stage gives — with a few extra
notes and a swordfight for the boys.
Gerard Butler's portrayal of the
Phantom both captures and breaks the
heart. He conveys both the sensuality
and sadness desired by screenwriters
Joel Schumacher and Andrew Lloyd
Webber. Thaf s right — they meant to
make the Phantom sexy. In fact the
screenplay is dripping with such sexual
innuendo that I'm too much of a lady
to mention it here. If you've seen any
of his previous films, you might not
recognize him for his ability to play
roles on such a versatile scale.
As Christine, Emmy Rossum performs with an understandable innocence befitting and required of her
role. She was nominated for a Golden
Globe for her role as Christine and
recently won a Critics Choice Award.
Andrew Lloyd Webber handpicked
both the cast and full orchestra, while
Joel Schumacher broke from his bad-ass
tradition to create a world so marvelously debonair that I was lost in it Theatre is
supposed to transform the audience, but
this film took me so much further, and at
times it took my breath away.
Almost 15 years in the making,
this film proves that good things
come to those who wait. And like
the billboard hovering above Times
Square reminds me, 1 will always
remember my first time.
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Andrew Uoyd Webber's musical, "The Phantom of the Opera" opened to soMout audiences. The play took some tailoring to make It suitable for a movie.

The graduate school guide:
Research, apply stress-free
BY JUSTIN WILLIAMSON

contributing writer
Preparing for graduate school is not a simple task.
Before you know it, you're up to your neck with questions and concerns. But wait — before you go to Barnes
& Noble and buy that $50 graduate school guide and
anthology, there are several resources readily available to
you that don't cost a cent, and the best way to begin your
search is right at your fingertips.
The Academic Advising and Career Development
Resource Center appears to be a good place to begin the
search. At its Web site, www.jmu.edu/aacdlresource_cenler, you'll find that the center houses the six volume
Peterson's Directory for Graduate Schools, which has a
comprehensive list of graduate schools sorted program
by program, including information on specific fields of
study. The resource center also provides books, seminars
and workshops that address topics ranging from getting
into competitive graduate schools, the graduate record
examination, financial aid and scholarships and application requirements.
If you can't find what you're looking for at the AACD
Resource Center, the College of Graduate and Professional
Programs is another great place to begin your graduate
school search. Kathy Thompson, assistant dean, will share
information about graduate study at JMU, including the official graduate catalogue, the Centennial Strategic Plan with
2004-'05 initiatives and an introductory folder that includes
all pertinent information about JMU graduate programs from
application deadlines to tuition and fees.
"We encourage JMU undergrads to consider JMU for
graduate school," Thompson said. With over 30 graduate
programs that offer masters, specialist and doctoral degrees
and five-year masters degree programs at three schools, (The
College of Integrated Science and Technology, Business and
Education) graduate school at JMU might be the perfect solution. Thompson does, however, offer advice for any student
looking into graduate school, whether at JMU or elsewhere.
"Students will want to clarify what their goals are
and what their focus is," she said. "That self-evaluation
piece is very important."
William Walker, dean of the College of Graduate and
Processional Programs, echoes these same sentiments. "I think
knowing what you want to do is important If s important to get
a better sense of where you want to go." Walker also stresses the
importance of graduate school in today's society. "The bar keeps
rising in every field," he said, "to a point where a bachelor's degree
is no longer competitive enough in the job market"
If you're one of the lucky students who know what you
want to study, the academic department of your major might
be a great resource, too. Thaf s exactly what senior psychollogy major Jennifer Burnett did when looking into graduate schools. "I bought a book published by the American
set CHAD, page 12

Classifieds
THREE BEDROOM. 2 la BATH.
University Owl. $270 Each. Urge
room. Available August 433-222!
DEVON
LANE
TOWNHOUSE
Available AufuH. 3 Bedroom. Quiet
Neighbors.
435-7161
BEATTHE RENTAL RUSH! 3 bedroom
townboujc ivmiUble August 2005 in
kicslci
School
area,
quiet
and safe
neighborbood. garage,
large deck, phone, cable/ internet
outlets in each room, partially
furnished. $295 per person For
more details call 1-800-842-2227
or
540-247-1960.
e-mail
spyder60Qlktattl.net.
TOWNHOUSE 2005- 2006 school year.
4 Bedroom, Great Location. Close to
JMU. oMrvtmettt 10 stores, restaurants,
etc Many extrae, MUST SEE! $250 par
besa'ootn Call for more information
phone 433-8423 or 246-2345. Email:
I liad402tiaJllpkta.net
OLD S. HK3H. 9 BEDROOMS. 2
kitchens, all appliances, hardwood
doors, DSL, off street parking, August
lease
5*8-3068
STUDENT FRIENDLY HOUSES E.
Elizabeth.
W.
Water.
3-4
bedrooms.
879-9947

I BLOCK FROM JMU 35B West
Fairvciw. 2 bedroom, 5560/month. year/ lease-August, AC, DSL. big yard, off
Main
St.
(540)
433-0984
FOR RENT 05-06 HUNTERS RIDGE 5
bed condo, 4 bed townhouse nil] avail.
for 05-06 school year new features, both
in fantastic cond. (540) 421-7447
OLD SOUTH HIGH 5 bedrooms-near
campus.$275/person4vailabk
8/05
(540)
434-7583
ACROSS FROM JMU 1135 Scum
Main. 5 bedroom, $14007 mo. deposit/
year lease-June DSL. basement
W/D.
Call
(540)433-0984
PORT REPUBLIC RD. 2-BEDROOM.
I-bath, basement, laundry, utilities
included. 5350 pn person. Call 568-7204
MT. VIEW TOWNHOUSE. 4/5
Bedrooms,
3.5
Baths,
August
lease.
433-2126

THREE BEDROOM TWO BATH.
Patio. Waihct Dryer, University Place
Available January
I.
433-2221
HAVE A GREAT SPRING SEMESTER
4 fun F looking for MT in Hunters Ridge
Apt for Spring Sem. $250 * Utilities!
Contact Andrea (104) 339-1299

VARIOUS 4-10 BEDROOM HOUSE?
Most allow pets, have Urge yards ad
large bedrooms All with W/D, DW.
564-2659;
vrww.caitteproperTy.com

3 BR AFT AVAILABLE «V15. H/W
floors, spacious rooms, 2nd floor. No
w/d hookups, HOOVperson lac water.
ease, gas
Minutes from JMU.
211 W
Mattel St. 4374193.

REDECORATED TOWNHOUSE 1101
Mountain View. Off (antrell 3 br,
1 5 bath, bsaetnent, laundry. New owner.
Will be redecorated before move
m.
June
to
May
lease.
$270Vtenant
(540)
234-8584

SPACIOUS HOUSING FOR 2005-2006
Compare our 4*8 tenant houses
and duplexes See photos, availability
and
fssaaH
st
www.castleproperrycom:
364-2659.

LARGE TOWNHOUSE 5 badroom, 3
bath, furnished, wuhef dryer Available
July ISth. $1250Tnooth, $250/lenam
Close to campus on Mt. View
Dr Call Jot, ($40) 433-6236

IH-SPKRATrU MHllllM'BI I ASK
Need a room? Room available ASAP rent negotiable - close to
internet - cable - furniture -'
- free parking - cute house in a great
neighborbood
call or email
rewfaosewjfiraieati (7031 915-1321

ACROSS FROM HOSPITAL 8
bedroom. 2 1/2 bath. 2 kitchens, DSL in
all bedrooms, off street parking, laundry
in basement. June to May lease $280/
Uika^tdtlpktantX (540) 234-8584
3 BR HOUSE AVAILABLE 8/15. Large
yard, sep garage/rec room, located
downtown, minutes from campus. $400/
person inc water, elec, gas, cable, w/d
hookup 242 N. Mason St 437-0193

PHEASANT RUN SUBLEASE! Need
Female 10 Sublease Spring/ Summer.
$295*- uul Live w 3 great girls! Email
s»\HHxar(a.jmu edu or Call Ashley for
into
(757)
334-9991
DOWNTOWN 73A East Market. 2
Bedroom. 450/month. deposit year/
lease-August, utiliues included, wired
DSL
(540)
433-0984

THE BREEZE

ADJOINING 3 & 4 BR ARTS available
8/15. Can be rented by 1 group or 2
smaller ones. Both have 2 separate
aalraawaa. Downstairs is s 2000 sq. ft
rec room that can be used for parties,
band events, etc. Conveniently located
downtown next to Channdlo's. $400/
person inc water, elec, cable, dal. w/d
downstairs 34 W Gay St. 4374193
APARTMENTS
»ww i/oundikii net

FOR
(540)

RENT
433-7325

2005-06 LEASES available m Foshill,
Hunters Ridge ft College Station
sn ktmh^lot-anaUatoccom
OR
(540)
433-7222

www.jrrm.edu. stuemplqy/
for job openings,
descriptions, &
applications

STONEOATE
avail
starring
May.
female.
rent
nog.,
540-226-5409,
lull, najmu edu
SUBLEASER NEEDED Until June '05
st JM's apartments 2 bedroom (one
occupied) 220/month plus utilities, cable
IV,
internet
(703)
862-2802

CAR FOR SALE! 1994 Nissan Alums.
aneeoslH condition, low mileage,
cd,
ac.
power
everything.
53)00
nag.
(757)869-0374
SOU) 1995 JTI P WRANGLER M
miles. 5 speed, soft top, great condition
87.000
(540)
833-4145
after
5
pm
(540)
421-2296
FUR SCARVES NYC FASHIONS- Fur
scarves
SI7-S25.
LV,
Prada.
Coach
A
Feodi
IsllirsTalii
w»-w.remmkM com
718.644.1164
1999 FORD EXPLORER, four-wheel
dnve. Eddie Bauer, leather seals, moon
roof. Inspected, service records.
One owner, excellent condition.
$8,400
540433-2822
1999 Audi A6 quattro. 4D brae. 76000
mi. asking 814000. (540) 742-1349
1994 PCXNT1AC GRAND AM GT
4-cylinder high output, 5-apeed, 96,000
miles, red. tan ulterior, 2-door, new
tire.
83.5000/
obo
ikannldliiilmu.edu.
867-0582.

Jewelry I
with a Pieexlnfl

Offer End. 2-14-06

Offer End. 2-14-05
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Visit

Applications due Feb. 4
to The Breeze office in
the basement of
Anthony- Seeger Hall
BARTENDING! 8250/day Potential No
experience necessary. Training provided.
(800)
965-6520
fist
212
Make 575 taking surveys online and
receive 2 fully paid airline tickets! www
GeiratdToTlilmk.com
CUSTOMER
CARE
REPRESENTATIVE The Resource
Network is now seeking people with
strong customer
service
skills.
Responsibilities
include
account
acquisition and customer service
Compeutive pay and flexible scheduling
Applicants should have excellent verbal
and written communication skills, the
ability lo work independently, and be
•elf-moiivssed Applications available at
80 E Market St.. Harrisonburg.
SEEKING EXPERIENCED DJ- Pay top
dollar Call Mike (540) 442-9097
JOSHUA WILTON HOUSE is currently
seeking qualified applicants for servers,
hosts snd dishwashers. Apply in person
Tuesday-Saturday between 10am and
3pm 412 S. Main St.. Hamsonburg
Waitresses needed. Apply at Jess' Lunch
HI. Freshmen, Sor*ornores. Juniors
p re ferred.

UPBOUARDS/POOL MANAGERS!
No* hiring for tunvnet 2005 NoVfc
■MI! Competitive Pay! (ill now or
visit web-ite! wvw.premirr4ll.com
1-877-SEE-POOL (703) 426-1406
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SPRING
BREfiK!
Bahamas Party

Cruise

$2991

Cancun $469
Jamaica $469
I rYlcJK Of Sprwg Rrsak. GUMUNTtf D

SprlMBrtikTravtUom

1-800-678-6386
ADOPTION Loving, childless couple
wishing to adopt an infant Willing to
pay medical and legal expenses Call
Collect Bob and Dianne (410)848- 8915

Satfporl <>roap for Survivors
of sexual assault is beginning!
Please contact Laura (ho)Ji*»(nui «kn
for informatioa regarding time, day,
and location
The group provides a safe and
cosmoential environment to share
CTperiences
8600
GROUP
FUNDRAISER
Scheduling Bonus - 4 noun of your
group's time PLUS our free (yes. free)
rundraissag solutions EQUALS S 1,00082,000 in earnings for your group. Call
TODAY for a 8600 bonus when you
—k*i*ni» your non-sales fundraiser with
CaanruFiasdraiaar.
Contact
Camr«Fii«drasser, (888) 923-3238. or
www.corapsuAndrauer.com
visit

STS TRAVEL
loin America's #1 Tour Operator
Cancun, Acapulco, lamaica.
Bahamas, Florida.
Sell trips, earn cash o- travel free!
1-800-648-4849
SPRING BREAK SPECIALS! Panama
City A Daytona 7 Nights, 6 Free Parties
SI 39! Cancun. Jamaica. Acapulco,
Nassau S499 Including Air! Bahamas
Cruise 5299* SpnnnBrtakTravtl.com
MM
678-6386

LOVING COUPLE SEEKS TO ADOPT
NEWBORN Will pay medical and legal
expenses. Please call Sharon collect at
SKYDIVE! One day first Tandem jumps 7l)Vnl7-H2l2,
from 13.500' from our 22 jumper
aircraft Gift Ceniftcao! 877-DIVESKY
77-348-3759)

Place vour Breeze
classifies! ads online!

• I NAOS HEAD STUDENT SUMMER
tt
Tfla.
itabreeiereatrycom
for
pictures,
252-255-6328

Il 'sjiisl cfc easy!

■ I SPRING BREAK VACATIONS'
Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco. Bahamas,
at
Floods!
Best
Panics.
Best
Hotels,
Beat
Pncea!
Book
Now!!!
1-800-234-7007

1. visit www.tlirbrerrr.orij A dick
Ivr "classified" link on the left

www.tndltiMtummtrlouri.com

Here's lm»

2. (-rr.-il ;in

;I.Tmint

for voursell

3. Type thr Irxt of your ad A choose
low long \iiu want thr ail to run

BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK CRUISE
4. Enter your credit card
5 Days S299! Includes Meals. Parties
with Celebrities As Seen On Real World. lumber
fi
hit
"submit'
Road Rules. Bachelor! Award Winning
Conspany!
S)^»jrf?rrti*7ri»*/.coai 5. l.onk for vour ad in Thebrreze\
(BOO)
678-6386

Elhe Breeze
hiring....
News Editor
Variety Editor
Assistant Variety Editor
Opinion Editor
Sports Editor
Assistant Sports Editor
Art Director
Photo Editor
Layout Editor
Copy Editor
a la carte Editor
Webmaster
Online Editor

Leave
a
Legacy....

\

r@ana,i Uru Mffni

Looking for an
incredible job,
great pay, and
invaluable
experience?

Work for
The Breeze!

I the price of

Body Jewelry

ATTENTIONSummer
Camp
Counselors Wanted • ACAC Fitness and
Wellnaas Canters in Charlottesville,
Virginia is waking committed Summer
Camp Counselors from June 6th through
August 26th, 2005. Earn from $7 - $9.50
per hour, depending on experience If
you are creative, exciting and energized,
ACAC ha. an opportunity for you. Fulltime wilh benefits' Applications can be
found on our website at ivww.ncclc.cosl.
Please forward to ACAC Human
Resources, 500 Albemarlc Square.
Chariottesville.
VA
22901

HUNTERS RIDGE. 2BR/2Bath suite
Quiet area at back of complex.
Completely furnished. All appliancesstove,
microwave.
washer dryer.
dishwasher, disposal. Eathemet hookups in each room. On bus line and within
walking distance to the campus. Privately
owned and managed. $700/mo. Available
8/1/05
(540)
421-9700

ftlO.OO OFF

r$5.00 OFF

| www.ihebneze.org \ MONDAY, JAN. 24, 2005
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Ads Manager
Assistant Ads Manager
Ad Sales Executive
Ads Designer

iiTHEn.1

uemploy/job_announcemenis.;

A

540 434 4700
$N ReseRvoiR sc - kRRisoiwRfl • \CRQSS FROM CVS

>bopcnings,
job descriptions, &
downloadable application

Applicationsduc
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Foreign guys' allure, accents fascinate American girls
BY SYLVA FLORENCE

assistant variety editor
Plastic cup. Not the most tantalizing words,
to tell you the truth. But when Johan. the hot
German, saunters over and asks "Doh yohhahv
a plahsteek cop?" ifs like you've never heard
that combination of words in your life. You're so
captivated, you just said yes four times and now
he's looking at you like you're the foreigner.
What is it about foreign guvs? We don't really
understand their expensive domes, unshaven body
parts, hookahs or their obsession with soccer. We
cannot fathom how in the world they learned
17 languages in the time it took us to learn
one. In facj, we can't even figure out how to
describe tprm in our own language. So, we
borrow from the French and say foreign homes

JAWOl

have that certain "je ne sais quoi."
First of all, foreign guys aren't your typical Abercrombie-model wannabes.
'[Foreign guys] stand out in a crowd," junior
Christine McCann said "They have this sense of
mystery that you want to get to know."
So you strike up a conversation with a tall,
gorgeous Moroccan Mr. Mystery at a party.
Suddenly, you realize exactly what it is that
draws you to foreign guys like a fly to a camel.
If some random American guy walked up to

Every week, we interview a random student
at JMU to be featured in our new JMYou
profile. Although the questions stay the
same, you never know what the answers
may be. Every Thursday, JMYou runs on the
Web. Check out www.thebreeze.org to see a
familiar face or to meet a stranger.

me and said "Excuse me, do you know where the
automated teller machine is?" 1 would look at him
like he had a large bottle of ketchup sucking out
of his forehead. But if asked by a cute English guy,
the question suddenly becomes endearingly hot
Ifs those darned accents.
"I love accents," McCann said with a laugh "1
could just listen to a guy with an accent talk forever
and it doesn't matter what ifs about '
We may giggle about it but any )oe Schmoe
who can fake a Scottish brogue has got us
wrapped around his little finger. To add to
their allure, many foreign guys seem to have
figured out that conversation is sexy.
"American guys just really only talk to you
about surface level issues," junior JUT Wallace
said. "Foreign guys really tap into your intelligent side by asking interesting questions about

REVIEW

Harrisonburg band Panoramic puts
new spin on instrumental music
BY DOUG CALLAHAN

contributing writer

LOSS: Belfor's season high
not enough to defeat Pats
LOSS, frvm pagfS
The Dukes played well defensively until
the last two minutes of the first half. The
Patriots finished play before intermission on
a 10-0 run to take a 31-20 lead.
JMU would cut the lead to 37-30, but the
Dukes would not get closer
"The run at the end of the half gave them
momentum, and they kept screening for their
guards," freshman center Gabriel Chami said.
"They just hit tough shots when they were
open and being guarded."
The guards Chami referred to were the GMU
baokcourt of Lamar Butler and Tony Skinn. The
two combined for 41 of GMU's 77 points.
"If s tough to switch off on a guard like
Skinn from a big man's role because he likes
to drive the lane," Johnson said. "But he got to
the paint well and was very effective."
On JMU's side, junior guard Jomo
Belfor topped his season high, 18-point
performance at Towson, by scoring 20
points against the Patriots. He had eight
rebounds and two steals.
"Jomo has definitely stepped it up and
thaf s what is expected of him," Johnson said
"But he also has a spark to get our offense
going and always stays positive."
Chami added that Belfor got more open
looks from three-point range against GMU.
Belfor hit three of five from the perimeter.
"There's going to be nights where he can
hit two, three or four 3-pointers," Keener
said. "But we also need another threat on
the perimeter to keep teams from smothering Ray Barbosa."
BarboM is JMU's primary scoring threat

with senior guard Daniel Freeman out
with a foot injury.
The two big men for Madison, Chami and
Johnson, combined for 24 points to lead the
Dukes in scoring behind Belfor. Johnson had
seven rebounds and three blocks and Chami
was eight of ten from the foul line.
"[Johnson] statistically looks well, but I
think he still has more to give us and is very
capable.' Keener said. "He can't continue to
rely on only athleticism when on defense.
"I thought Gabe held on to the ball well
in the second half and I'm ultimately hoping
he can draw attention in the low post to free
up other players."
JMU falls to 3-12 on the season and 1-6
in conference. The Dukes head to Virginia
Commonwealth University Wednesday for
another conference matchup. Game time is
7 p.m.
GMU
JMU

31
20

46
38

—
—

77
58

George Mason (3-4 CAA, 8-8) — John
Vaughan, Jai Lewis 9, Tony Skinn 19, Gabe
Norwood 6, Lamar Butler 2Z Will Thomas 12,
Tim Burns 5, Jesus Urbina 1, Jordan Carter 3,
Folarin Campbell. Totals 28 14-26 77. Threepoint goals: Butler 4, Skinn, Carter, Burns.
JMU 0-6 CAA, 3-12) — Cavell Johnson 1Z
Gabriel Chami 12, Chris Clarke, Jomo Belfor
20, Ray Barbosa 9, Chris Cathlin 2, Jason
McGraw, Eddie Greene-Long, John Narparlo,
John Goodman 3. Totals 17 19-27 58. Threepoint goals: Belfor 3, Barbosa. Goodman.

politics, the economy and other things."
So it seems these foreign fellows are an Irish
jig ahead of the pack. They're the guys who
open doors without a hidden agenda, and the
first people you'd call if you were stranded on
Interstate 81 because they always have on their
high-tech phones. But really, foreign dudes are
the ones that you just want to figure out.
"[Dating foreign guys] is like a cultural
challenge," senior Lindsay Streeper said. "All
the different things they celebrate and their
ways of life [are so different], and if you were
to date them, you could learn all about it."
By simply being from a country whose name
sounds like a little-known brand of cough syrup,
foreign fellas seem mysterious and fascinating.
I know "America" is easy to say, but it sort of
makes me want to be a foreign exchange student

If you thought instrumental music was just for
Deejays, jazz combos and jam bands, think again.
"Ifs All Too Quiet" the latest release from the
Harrisonburg band / / Panoramic, proves that you
don't need vocals to rock. With seven tracks, most
of which are over five minutes long and include
complex melodies and chord progressions, this
release will undoubtedly appeal to the more
experimental!.* m<!
htMlewt
After about 15 seconds of what listeners can
assume is a plane taking off, the second track
begins. The track/'Pinwheels," explodes into a
bass-heavy riff with distorted melodies, reminiscent of At The Drive In's later work.
"Pinwheels" startles listeners with hard-rock
harmony, most often while they are still trying to
figure out whether to pronounce the two slashes
in the band's name. Track two kickstarts six tracks
of music that seem to blend together into one long
piece of carefully calculated noise.

GKAD, from page 10
Psychological
Association
on clinical psychology programs in the [United States],"
she said. "The psychology
peer advising office helped
me find the book and gave
me lots of advice on how to
narrow down my search "

The true power of this CD lies in the suspense
created by pounding bass lines and gradually
increasing volume levels, which then open up into
big. thick chords complimented by crashing cymbals. //Panoramic's clamorous quality is best displayed in "The Rise and Fall of a Small European
Nation," a track worthy both of art galleries and
moshpits that starts calmly before ripping into
melodic hardcore without screaming.
Band members Doug Stanford. Wes Webb, T.J
ni. and Joel Mills recorded "Ifs All Too Quiet" in
our own orafton-btovall I heatre — a fitting venue
for a band composed entirely of JMU students,
according to / /Panoramic's management
Stanford and Webb describe their sound as
being "cultivated in the beautiful mistakes which
we strive to capture in our songwriting." If this is
true, the mistakes made in Grafton during those
sessions generated an impressive release.
For more information on / / Panoramic, visit the
band's Web site, aiuw.paminimicnoce.com, to sample
the new CD, find information on upcoming shows
and view pictures of the band members.

Burnett offers her own
advice to upcoming students looking into graduate
study. "Start early, ideally
spring semester of your junior year, and go to campus
resources for help."
Whether you're looking
for graduate programs in
clinical psychology or you're

Exploring
Contemporary
India

still stuck on what you want
to study, JMU has a variety
of resources available to assist you on your way. Save
that fifty bucks reserved for
that Barnes & Noble book for
a rainy day — the staff and
faculty at JMU are willing to
give you priceless help and
information for free.

June 15-July 8

JMU's Office of International Programs is pleased to announce a
new study abroad program for Summer 2005 - an interdisciplinary
introduction to contemporary India. The program will navigate to
important North, South and West Indian archaeological and
historical sites, cities, museums, and cultural exhibitions. Students
will explore the diversity of cultures, languages, art, traditions,
religions, mythology, literature, music, film, and architecture.
Course: Religion 318-Exploring Contemporary India (6 credits)
Tentative schedule:
Southern India: Cnenne/ (todtu), Madurm, Trichy, Snttngtm Isltnd, Ttnjon,
Kumbhtkontm, Mihabtlipuram, Kinchipurm
Wntmlndii: Mumbti (Bomb$y), E/ep/ianfj Island
Northern India: (Ma/pur, Rantkpur, Jodhpur, Jtiulmer, Biktntr, Dtshnokt, Jitpur,
Fitthpur Sikrl, Agn, Mathvra, Vmdnuu, Dtlhi

Students will enroll in 6 credits. 3 of which will count as
Tier 1 of the GENED cluster requirements

The application deadline is February 1,2005.
For applications and more information about the program:
http://wvm.jmu.edu/international/abroad/jmuJndia/
For additional questions, contact the director, Dr. Sushil Mittal, Department of
Philosophy and Religion, Tel: 540-568-6137, email: mittalsx@jmu.edu.
CAROLYN WALSHI/i»nior;>*o*>«rv»fr
Soahomora guard Ray laraaaa looks for the opan pass against tha Oaorge Mason
Patriots Saturday ntgM. Barbosa flnlshsd with nine points.
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